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Nektony today introduces Duplicates Finder 3.0.6, their new freeware utility to find any duplicate
file on Mac OS X. Duplicates Finder was specifically developed to help anyone find and delete all
duplicate files en masse. Files are categorized by types for images, videos, music, archives,
documents, and all other specific extensions. Every found file is displayed in a corresponding
category with its location on the hard drive, a quick link to the Finder, as well with file preview.
Odesa, Ukraine - Nektony today is happy to announce the release of Duplicates Finder 3.0.6,
their new freeware utility to find any duplicate file on Mac OS X. Duplicates Finder was
specifically developed to help anyone find and delete all duplicate files en masse. Files are
categorized by types for images, videos, music, archives, documents, and all other specific
extensions. Every found file is displayed in a corresponding category with its location on an HD,
quick link to Finder, as well with file preview.
Duplicate Finder can scan the whole drive at a time or as many separate folders as the user has
selected. It is also possible to specify folders, files, and extensions that should be skipped from
search. This handy feature is very useful, such as when the user has corporate cloud storage or
the special folder where all their sensitive content is stored.
To start scanning, add the whole drive from the Finder menu, or simply Drag & Drop as a group of
folders and click Enter. After a few minutes, users will get clear results where they can explore
files by subcategory. Select duplicate files with the help of a preview window and specified file
location (see screenshot). When all files are selected, simply click "Remove." While scanning,
Duplicate Finder will also automatically delete empty folders.
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Scanning:
* Fast scanning algorithm
* Scanning for duplicates in multiple folders or drives
* External drives and mounted network folders support
* "Recents" for scanned folders
* Animated scanning process
* Skip list for various files & folders
* Option scan hidden folders

Results Overview:
* Visual chart reports
* Fast cleanup recommendations
* Built-in help tips

Duplicates:
* Duplicates by file types
* Built-in duplicates search
* Preview & Quick Look for every file
* Sort duplicates (by name, size, total size, type, duplicates count)

Removing:
* Visual progress bar of selected files for removal
* One-click selection of multiple duplicate files
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* Smart duplicates autoselection
* "Always Select" and "Never Select" autoselect options
* Confirmation list of deleted files
* Moving to Trash or permanent removal option

Users can change their reports by altering minimum duplicates' size, using Skip lists for specific
files, folders, extensions, and more. Duplicates Finder is full of great features that speed up and
simplify scanning process: sorting by size, a number of duplicates, total size, date, and name,
multi-items scan, skip-lists for files, folders and extensions, customizable scanning size, quick
search, and quick view. It's possible to make auto select smarter by pre-defining select and
newer select lists. The app scans all types of drives supported by Mac OS X.

System Requirements:
* OS X 10.9 or later
* 64-bit processor
* 7.9 MB

Pricing and Availability:
Duplicates Finder 3.0.6 is Free and available worldwide through the Mac App Store in the Utilities
category. Delete all your duplicate files with the most advanced duplicates finder tool for Mac.

About Nektony
Nektony is a software development company with a passion for Apple technologies and
products, and a commitment to release functional, stable, and efficient applications for all Mac
fans. The company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any
complexity and create products with outstanding usability. Copyright (C) 2011 Nektony. All Rights
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Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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